
AUTEUIL - 01 March 

Race 1 

1. MAGISTADOR - Nose second in a 3800m hurdle on heavy going at Pau at the end of January. Strong 

claims.  

2. BONAPARTE SIZING - Neck second in a 3900m hurdle on very heavy ground here in November. 

Has won first up in the past.  

3. ZIZANEUR - Nose winner of a 3800m hurdle on heavy going at Pau end of January. Top chance.  

4. FALBALA DES MOTTES - Good 1L second over this distance on heavy going at Compiegne start 

of November. One to note.  

5. CELTIOR - Fair 11L fifth in a 4000m hurdle at Cagnes-sur-Mer (heavy) in December. Step forward 

required.  

6. ZOFFANY BAY - Unseated rider at Pau in early January. Claims on earlier form.  

7. IRJA HAS - Ended last year with a 2L victory in the G3 Prix Sytaj chase over 4300m on very heavy 

going here in November. Likely to improve for the run.  

8. AIGLE TEEN - Pulled up on very heavy ground over 4000m at Cagnes-sur-Mer in January. Minor 

role likely.  

9. VIA MARESCA - Absent since a 10L eighth in a 3600m hurdle at Compiegne (heavy) start of 

November. Others make more appeal.  

10. FOLLY FOOT - Good 2L second in the 3900m Listed Prix Prince d'Ecouen hurdle on very heavy 

going here in October. Leading contender.  

11. LAFAYETTE - 5L third in a 4000m chase on soft going at Pau in December. Step forward needed 

on return to hurdles.  

12. BUCK'S BAHKBOOK - Pulled up in a 3800m handicap chase at Cagnes-sur-Mer (very heavy) in 

January. Best watched.  

13. ROCK THE RACE - 13L fourth in a 4000m hurdle at Cagnes-sur-Mer (soft) in December. Has won 

or placed in five of his eight starts over this track and trip.  

14. PEGGY - Held 19L fourth in a 4200m chase on heavy ground at Cagnes-sur-Mer start of January. 

Minor role likely.  

15. MYBOY - Nose second in a 4000m hurdle on very heavy going at Cagnes-sur-Mer in January. 

Claims if replicating. 

16. FOLBURG DE PALMA - Unseated rider in a 4000m hurdle at Cagnes-sur-Mer (soft) in December. 

Best watched.  



Summary 

FOLLY FOOT (10) may take this having finished 2L second in the 3900m Listed Prix Prince d'Ecouen 

hurdle here in October. Top weight. MAGISTADOR (1) might play a role following a nose second in a 

3800m hurdle at Pau. ZIZANEUR (3) was the winner of that Pau event. Makes the shortlist despite a 

2.5kg rise in the weights. ROCK THE RACE (13) maintains a good record at this course and distance. 

Set to return to form after 13L fourth in a 4000m hurdle at Cagnes-sur-Mer. BONAPARTE SIZING (2) 

managed to win fresh in the past. Could deliver a big effort having ended last spell with a neck runner 

up in a 3900m hurdle at this venue. 

Selections 

FOLLY FOOT (10) - MAGISTADOR (1) - ZIZANEUR (3) - ROCK THE RACE (13) - BONAPARTE 

SIZING (2)  



Race 2 

1. LORD BOBBY - 10L fifth in the Listed 3800m Prix Christian de l'Hermite Grand Steeple-Chase des 

4 Ans at Cagnes-sur-Mer (very heavy) in January. Strong claims down in grade.  

2. CHUDAMANI - 16L fourth in a 3400m claiming hurdle on heavy going at Cagnes-sur-Mer in January. 

Others preferred.  

3. PATRICIEN - Below par 49L sixth in a 3600m chase at Fontainebleau (soft) six days ago. Best 

watched.  

4. SUR LE ROQUES - 7L fourth in a 3550m hurdle at Fontainebleau (soft) 11 days ago. Step forward 

needed.  

5. ROI REBEL - Held 24L seventh in a 3500m chase on very heavy going at Toulouse a fortnight ago. 

Strong claims back in a claimer.  

6. MARK NOVA - Unseated rider in a 3700m claiming chase at Pau (heavy) in January. Capable of 

better.  

7. FLORENCE - Decent 8L fourth over 3600m chase at Fontainebleau (soft) just under a week ago. 

One to note.  

8. TOPAZE MYSTIQUE - Struggled 39L ninth in a 3550m hurdle at Fontainebleau (soft) 11 days ago. 

Capable of better.  

9. ARABELLO - Pulled up in a 3300m claiming hurdle on heavy going at Pau in early February. 

Improvement required.  

10. HOOPA - Fair 18L fourth in a very heavy ground 3400m claiming hurdle at Angers a week ago. 

Others hold more obvious claims.  

11. HISATYS - Good 4L third in a 3500m hurdle at Pau (heavy) three weeks ago. Leading contender. 

Summary 

HISATYS (11) can maintain her unbeaten record over fences having followed up a chase debut success 

at Pau with a 4L third in a 3500m hurdle at the same venue. ROI REBEL (5) faded in the straight in a 

3500m chase at Toulouse. May play a role having won a Pau claiming hurdle on his penultimate start. 

LORD BOBBY (1) could deliver a big effort back down in grade. Managed a 10L fifth in the Listed 3800m 

Prix Christian de l'Hermite Grand Steeple-Chase des 4 Ans at Cagnes-sur-Mer. MARK NOVA (6) makes 

appeal having produced a 7L second in a 3400m claiming chase at Pau two starts back. 

Selections 

HISATYS (11) - ROI REBEL (5) - LORD BOBBY (1) - MARK NOVA (6)  



Race 3 

1. YES INDEED - Held 29L seventh in the Listed Prix des Platanes hurdle over 3600m on soft going 

here in September. Better expected. 

2. HEUR DES OBEAUX - Faded late on when 6L third in a 3500m hurdle on very heavy going here in 

December. One to note.  

3. VERIGNY - Victorious by 15L in a 3500m hurdle on heavy going at Pau in January. Bold show 

expected.  

4. HOLA QUE TAL - Runner-up two most recent starts including beaten 1L by a subsequent winner 

over 3400m at Compiegne (heavy) in November. Notable contender.  

5. HEMEVOICI - Impressed when taking a chase by 6L over 3500m on very heavy ground here start of 

December. Cheekpieces reapplied. Top chance.  

6. ALEX DU PIN - Good 3L third in the Listed Prix Camille Duboscq hurdle over 3500m at Pau (heavy) 

early last month. Claims if replicating. 

7. COSTOLI - Neck second in a 3550m hurdle on soft going at Fontainebleau two months ago. Form of 

that race is working out well.  

8. MUHTALAD - Good 4L second in a 3500m newcomers hurdle on very heavy going at Pau in 

December. Represents a top stable.  

9. MONFALCON - Decent 10L fourth in the Listed 3800m Prix Christian de l'Hermite Grand Steeple-

Chase des 4 Ans at Cagnes-sur-Mer (very heavy) in January. Claims.  

10. HO LA LA FOREZ - Fair 13L fifth in a 3500m hurdle at Pau (heavy) on debut in January. Open to 

improvement.  

11. GUEPARD DU BERLAIS - Pulled up two out in a 3500m hurdle at Pau (very heavy) when making 

his debut in December. Improvement required. 

Summary 

HEMEVOICI (5) is set to run well on hurdle return following an eye catching 6L success in a 3500m 

chase on very heavy ground here. VERIGNY (3) makes the shortlist on the back of an impressive 15L 

triumph in a 3500m hurdle at Pau. Representing a top stable. MUHTALAD (8) may go one place better 

than when 4L second in a 3500m newcomers hurdle at Pau. HOLA QUE TAL (4) is another to consider 

after 1L second in a heavy ground 3400m hurdle at Compiegne. 

Selections 

HEMEVOICI (5) - VERIGNY (3) - MUHTALAD (8) - HOLA QUE TAL (4)  



Race 4 

1. ARBAROK - Completed a double when winning by 4L in a 3600m hurdle at Clairefontaine (soft) in 

early August. Leading contender.  

2. EYES GROOM - Unbeaten in three starts last year including winning by 7L in a 3700m claiming chase 

on very heavy going here in December. This looks much tougher.  

3. FIDELE AU POSTE - Held 11L seventh in a 3900m chase at Pau (soft) in May last year. Notable 

contender.  

4. PALM DE BELLOUET - Pulled up in a 4000m handicap chase at Pau (very heavy) in December. Bit 

to find with the principals.  

5. GAZ GAZ - Put two non-completions behind when winning by 4L in a heavy ground 3800m chase at 

Pau in January. Notable contender.  

6. MONTGEROULT - 29L 12th in the Listed Prix Hardatit hurdle over 3600m on soft ground here in July 

last year. Others preferred.  

7. PORTO POLLO - Pulled up in the G1 Grande Course de Haies d'Auteuil hurdle over 5100m on very 

heavy going here in October. Top chance on return to fences.  

8. WINNEYEV - Decent effort 2L fourth in a 4700m chase on heavy going at Pau three weeks ago. 

Notable runner.  

9. SAMPARK - Successful by 1L in a 3900m hurdle on heavy ground here in November 2019. Likely to 

struggle on his return. 

Summary 

ARBAROK (1) may complete a four-timer having won by 4L in a 3600m hurdle at Clairefontaine. PORTO 

POLLO (7) drops in grade having pulled up in the G1 5100m Grande Course de Haies d'Auteuil hurdle 

on very heavy going here. Could deliver a winning effort. WINNEYEV (8) enters calculations following a 

2L fourth in a 4700m chase at Pau. FIDELE AU POSTE (3) holds claims despite fading 11L seventh in 

a 3900m chase at Pau in May last year. 

Selections 

ARBAROK (1) - PORTO POLLO (7) - WINNEYEV (8) - FIDELE AU POSTE (3)  



Race 5 

1. HAPPY ROQUE - Followed up a 2L victory in a 3300m hurdle at Cagnes-sur-Mer (soft) on debut with 

a 4L second same track and trip both in December. One to note.  

2. JOLY HERITIERE - Victorious by 3L over 3500m at Pau (heavy) in early January. Notable contender.  

3. CERISAIE - Off the mark at the second attempt when winning by 9L in a soft ground 3500m hurdle 

at Pau in January. Bold show expected.  

4. HELENA ROYALE - Good 1L second in a 3400m hurdle at Compiegne (heavy) in November. Likely 

more needed. 

5. KOLINA HAS - Delivered a 1L victory in a 3500m newcomers hurdle at Pau (soft) three months ago. 

Leading contender.  

6. NURYADAME - Pulled up in a 3500m chase here in December. Claims on her 1L second over 3500m 

hurdle at this venue on debut.  

7. HACIENDA - Good 4L third in a 3200m hurdle at Dieppe (soft) when debuting in May last year. 

Claims. 

8. FIUMICINA - Held 31L fifth in a heavy ground 3500m hurdle at Pau five weeks ago. Others preferred.  

9. VOIE LACTEE - Struggled 46L tenth in a 2350m maiden at Machecoul (soft) nine days ago. Best 

watched on debut over jumps.  

10. HELEN D'ALENE - Unraced Coastal Path filly. Represents a top stable on first racecourse 

appearance.  

11. HILLARY - Good 1L second in the G1 Prix Jacques de Vienne over 2500m at Saint-Cloud (heavy) 

in November. Top chance.  

12. MELLE APRIL - Unraced Khalkevi filly. Likely to improve for the experience.  

13. VALENTEENE - Pulled up in a 3500m hurdle on very heavy ground here in October. Minor role 

likely. 

Summary 

KOLINA HAS (5) can follow up her 1L victory in a 3500m hurdle at Pau on debut. HILLARY (11) 

demonstrated good form when 1L second in the G1 2500m Prix Jacques de Vienne at Saint-Cloud. On 

the shortlist making initial jumps attempt. CERISAIE (3) enters calculations following an impressive 9L 

success in a soft ground 3500m hurdle at Pau. HELEN D'ALENE (10) warrants consideration with the 

Coastal Path filly making her first start for a stable who do well in these events. 

Selections 

KOLINA HAS (5) - HILLARY (11) - CERISAIE (3) - HELEN D'ALENE (10)  



Race 6 

1. RUSSIAN MEMORY - 21L third in a 3800m chase at Cagnes-sur-Mer (heavy) in early January. 

Claims on earlier form.  

2. ETOURNEAU - Returning from a break when 6L third in a 3800m claiming hurdle at Pau (heavy) 

three weeks ago. Improvement expected.  

3. RES SOLIS - 53L ninth in the 3800m Listed Prix James Hennessy chase at Compiegne (soft) in June 

last year. Better expected. 

4. BROTHER BERNARD - Faded 16L sixth in a 3900m hurdle on very heavy ground here in November. 

Claims on best form.  

5. YO - Fair effort 8L fourth in a 3800m claiming hurdle at Pau (heavy) last month. Of note back in a 

handicap.  

6. LORD SPIRIT - Held 9L fifth in a 3800m claiming hurdle at Fontainebleau (soft) last month. Better 

expected.  

7. VATOHIO - Pulled up in the Listed 134Eme Grande Course de Haies de Pau over 4100m at Pau 

(heavy) last month. Step forward likely second up.  

8. CALL GREGORIUM - 35L eighth in a 3800m handicap chase at Cagnes-sur-Mer (very heavy) in 

January. Needs to put that effort behind.  

9. SAALUSTE - Below par 14L eighth in a 3800m claiming hurdle at Fontainebleau (soft) eleven days 

ago. Others preferred.  

10. AZER - 35L fifth in a 4000m claiming hurdle at Cagnes-sur-Mer (heavy) end of December. Minor 

role likely.  

11. MASTER ONE - Held 26L fifth in a 3500m hurdle at Cagnes-sur-Mer (heavy) in December. Others 

hold more obvious claims.  

12. NURMI - Below par 18L eighth in a 4000m hurdle at Cagnes-sur-Mer (very heavy) in January. Others 

preferred.  

13. UN AMOUR DE RISK - Debuting for a new yard following a 14L sixth in a 4000m hurdle at Cagnes-

sur-Mer (heavy) end of December.  

14. PRINCESS CHASCA - 57L 11th in a 2350m conditions Flat race at Machecoul (soft) nine days ago. 

Hard to recommend.  

15. PRINCE DE LA BARRE - 27L sixth in a 3900m hurdle at Machecoul (soft) nine days ago. Notable 

contender second up.  

16. PARK SQUARE - 37L ninth in a 3900m hurdle at Machecoul (soft) nine days ago. Others make 

more appeal.  

17. MOONLIGHT BLUE - Below par 24L 11th in a 3600m hurdle on soft ground here in July last year. 

Best watched. 



Summary 

YO (5) may deliver a winning effort following an 8L fourth in a 3800m claiming hurdle at Pau. VATOHIO 

(7) can appreciate the switch to a handicap second up having pulled up in the Listed 4100m 134Eme 

Grande Course de Haies de Pau. PRINCE DE LA BARRE (15) makes the shortlist on his second start 

back since 27L sixth in a 3900m hurdle at Machecoul. ETOURNEAU (2) ran 6L third in a 3800m claiming 

hurdle at Pau prior. Consider. LORD SPIRIT (6) is also noted on the back of a 9L fifth in a 3800m 

claiming hurdle at Fontainebleau. 

Selections 

YO (5) - VATOHIO (7) - PRINCE DE LA BARRE (15) - ETOURNEAU (2) - LORD SPIRIT (6)  



Race 7 

1. EDGEOY - Returning from a break 17L fifth in the Listed 134Eme Grande Course de Haies de Pau 

over 4100m at Pau (heavy) last month. Better expected on chase return.  

2. POLY GRANDCHAMP - Decent effort 7L fourth in the G3 134Eme Grand Prix de Pau chase over 

5300m at Pau (heavy) in January. One to note.  

3. CARRIACOU - Victorious by 9L in a 3800m conditions hurdle at Pau (heavy) six weeks ago. Strong 

claims on return to fences.  

4. FEU FOLLET - Good 2L second in the G1 Prix la Haye Jousselin chase over 5500m on very heavy 

ground here in November. Leading contender.  

5. EDDY DE BALME - Good 4L second in the G3 134Eme Grand Prix de Pau chase over 5300m at 

Pau (heavy) in January. Strong claims.  

6. DOCTOR KALEO - Fair 8L sixth in the G3 134Eme Grand Prix de Pau chase over 5300m at Pau 

(heavy) five weeks ago. Wears cheekpieces for the first time.  

7. AMOUR DU MATHAN - Good 4L second in a 3800m hurdle at Pau (heavy) last month. Improvement 

required.  

8. GALLEO CONTI - 8L runner-up in the G1 4400m Prix Maurice Gillois chase on very heavy ground 

here in November. Bold show expected on his first start against older rivals.  

9. DEO GRATIAS - 5L third in the G3 134Eme Grand Prix de Pau chase over 5300m on heavy going 

at Pau in January. Claims if replicating. 

Summary 

FEU FOLLET (4) sets the standard following a 2L second in the G1 Prix la Haye Jousselin chase over 

5500m on very heavy going at this circuit. CARRIACOU (3) may deliver a winning effort back over fences 

following a 9L victory in a 3800m hurdle at Pau. GALLEO CONTI (8) enters calculations having delivered 

an 8L second in the 4400m G1 Prix Maurice Gillois chase here. EDDY DE BALME (5) is another of note 

having failed to complete a hat-trick when 4L second in the 5300m G3 134Eme Grand Prix de Pau 

chase at Pau. 

Selections 

FEU FOLLET (4) - CARRIACOU (3) - GALLEO CONTI (8) - EDDY DE BALME (5)  



Race 8 

1. INTRINSEQUE - Fair 8L fourth in a 4000m hurdle at Cagnes-sur-Mer (heavy) end of December. Step 

forward needed.  

2. BRIC - Good 4L fourth in a 3800m hurdle at Pau (heavy) in January. Notable runner.  

3. BEAUTE PROMISE - 1L third in a 3800m hurdle at Pau (heavy) end of January. Bold show expected.  

4. FALKALEO - Good 6L second over 3800m in a 14 runner hurdle at Pau (very heavy) in early January. 

Strong claims.  

5. DALYOTIN - Put a pulled up behind when 11L second in a 4000m hurdle at Cagnes-sur-Mer (heavy) 

in January. Claims if replicating. 

6. PASCASHA D'OR - Pulled up in a 4000m hurdle at Cagnes-sur-Mer (heavy) in December. Best 

watched.  

7. JESUITIQUE - Head victory in a 3800m hurdle at Pau (heavy) end of January. Of note despite a 2kg 

rise in the weights.  

8. PANDORO - Ended last year with a 3L third in a 3600m hurdle on very heavy going here in November. 

Has run well first up in the past.  

9. PICHELOT - Held 26L seventh in a 4000m handicap chase at Pau (very heavy) in December. Better 

expected on return to hurdles.  

10. GAELIK FIRST - Fair 7L fourth in a 3800m claiming hurdle at Compiegne (heavy) in November. 

Others preferred first up.  

11. FAVA HAS - Decent 4L second in a 3800m claiming hurdle at Fontainebleau (soft) 11 days ago. 

Likely more needed. 

12. ENIOCANTO - Held 14L fifth in a 3800m claiming chase at Cagnes-sur-Mer (soft) in January last 

year. Others hold more obvious claims.  

13. LA BARAKAS - Pulled up in a 4000m handicap chase at Pau (heavy) last month. Improvement 

required.  

14. KHAGE - Followed up a claiming chase success at Cagnes-sur-Mer (heavy) with a 33L sixth in a 

3800m handicap chase at the same circuit seven weeks ago.  

15. BAHIA DES OBEAUX - 22L seventh in a 3800m hurdle at Pau (heavy) end of January. Others make 

more appeal.  

16. MANX - Pulled up two most recent starts including over 3800m on very heavy going at Pau six 

weeks ago. Best watched.  

17. GALOUSKA - 22L ninth in a 4000m hurdle at Cagnes-sur-Mer (very heavy) in January. Others hold 

more obvious claims.  



Summary 

BEAUTE PROMISE (3) may register a victory following a 1L third in a 3800m hurdle at Pau. FALKALEO 

(4) enters calculations having been beaten 6L second in a Pau heavy ground 3800m hurdle. PICHELOT 

(9) warrants consideration revisiting hurdles after a 26L seventh in a competitive 4000m handicap chase 

at Pau. DALYOTIN (5) is another of note on the back of an 11L second in a 4000m hurdle at Cagnes-

sur-Mer. JESUITIQUE (7) holds claims having won a Pau hurdle by a head tackling 3800m. 

Selections 

BEAUTE PROMISE (3) - FALKALEO (4) - PICHELOT (9) - DALYOTIN (5) - JESUITIQUE (7) 


